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“Easter eggs” are features hidden inside software, and the practice of developers including them is a longstanding global phenomenon. They have seen some investigation in the context of games, but despite their prevalence in non-game software applications, their nature within this context is less clear. We perform a qualitative, investigative analysis of Easter eggs in non-game software application contexts, using primarily archival research including discussion forums, social media posts, and user-created online databases, along with select developer interviews. Our work uncovers the stories behind, motivations for creating, and intended perceptions of Easter eggs, which we present as categories of purposes with illustrative examples. This analysis also informs a categorization and discussion of processes that Easter eggs undergo concerning the social and emotional circumstances of their developers and users. Finally, we use our results to motivate future directions for applying Easter eggs in user interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Linguists of emerging language for 1996 defined Easter eggs as an “[u]nexpected operation programmed into commercial software as a joke and activated by a secret command” [2]. In fact, they had been included in software for decades, and have become an international phenomenon. Video games frequently include them; for example, developer Warren Robinett famously added a hidden room to the Atari game Adventure as a signature for his work because Atari would not credit the game’s authors [61]. Easter eggs have even been referred to as a new kind of gameplay [21]; for example, hidden cheat codes can be hunted for, potentially leading to increased replayability and sales of a game [21, 94]. Easter egg “hunters” have active social communities, and online databases of Easter eggs inside computer and other media have been created (e.g., “eeggs.com”).

Easter eggs are also prevalent in the user interfaces of non-game software applications, which we will refer to simply as “software applications”. Yet, Easter eggs in this context have received limited study, with the exception of a popular press book from 1997 [65] and a few online blog posts and news reports [33, 74]. Examples of software application Easter eggs include the puzzle...
game hidden in the Android operating system, and the sheep sound hidden in Adobe After Effects. Although Easter eggs in software applications share commonalities with those in games, there are notable differences, such as cheat codes being unique to games, and considerations that are unique to software applications, such as Easter eggs distracting users from work.

We define software Easter eggs as hidden features in software applications that are activated either at certain times or through specific user interactions, and whose functionality is undocumented. This definition expands the mostly game-oriented definitions of Easter eggs used in previous work by refining and relaxing certain criteria, to better represent the range of hidden features in software applications. Specifically, Easter eggs do not have to be exclusive to commercial software, as open-source software also includes what developers have called Easter eggs. Easter eggs can be created by actors other than the original programmer; for example, users may inject hidden media into applications through remixing or customization, and then share this for others to discover. Not all Easter eggs must be strictly reproducible; “hidden” features can be designed so they may only be found at certain times (e.g., in association with a calendar event), and Easter egg hunting experiences can even be the result of fictitious Easter eggs that are not implemented at all. Finally, Easter eggs can provide value beyond entertainment, such as education and social awareness.

The goal of our research is to better understand these types of Easter egg phenomena in non-game software application user interfaces. This includes the stories behind their development, why developers make them and for whom, and how users have perceived and are intended to perceive them. We use the term “purpose” to encompass this set of ideas succinctly. In addition, through the process of our analysis, we identify processes related to Easter eggs, specifically those regarding their social and emotional benefits and challenges. The study of Easter eggs is important to developers, users, HCI researchers, and designers, for several reasons. First, the study of interfaces that are not only productivity-boosting, but also “playful” and provide emotional value, has seen recent interest in HCI [4]. Easter eggs are one potential way for HCI researchers and UX designers to create interfaces that provide emotional value. We can gain insights about this from studying how Easter eggs are designed to provide emotional value in the wild. Easter eggs may also have the potential to support the hedonic quality [39] of user interfaces, such as heightening user perceptions of originality and excitement, which can make software applications more appealing in commercial settings. Second, as we discuss in Section 6, Easter eggs can serve as design exemplars for important concepts such as microbreaks [41], emotional support using conversational agents [17], emergent help features, and remote collaboration icebreaker activities, which could be further researched as ways to improve task efficiency and workplace health and well-being with computer interfaces. Third, Easter eggs give rise to a number of social phenomena like digital communities of Easter egg hunters (e.g., “eeggs.com”) and Easter egg remixers (e.g., Scratch users who have remixed the Google Chrome dinosaur game). Understanding the purposes of Easter eggs and how they impact developers and users can form a starting point for future work to learn about these digital communities.

We developed a conceptual categorization of Easter egg purposes through an approach centred around archival research, using a selection of tools and principles from constructivist grounded theory [15]. The primary data source was Internet media discussing Easter eggs. To gain more insight into specific well-known Easter eggs, we conducted interviews with four developers. Through the process of constructing this categorization of purposes, we also identify and categorize a set of processes that Easter eggs undergo, concerning developers and users. We illustrate our conceptual categories using a variety of examples. We also propose design directions for applying ideas from Easter eggs to user interfaces in new ways, such as providing a structure for users to be more expressive and gain educational value from their interactions with software.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We briefly summarize past work on Easter eggs in games, before examining past definitions and classifications of Easter eggs in software applications. In the context of software applications, few formal publications exist.

2.1 Easter eggs in games

Easter eggs have been mainly explored in the context of video games, for which they have been conceptualized in different ways. Consalvo [21] argues that Easter eggs are a new kind of gameplay and may lead to increased sales for this reason. She breaks them down into three types: "ornamental", affecting the display of the game, "functional", adding behaviour such as game cheat codes, and Easter eggs that "attempt to make a larger statement", for example, by critiquing the status quo. Bailey [9] highlights how Easter eggs have been used to circumvent organizational restrictions, have accidentally emerged out of last-minute scrapped video game content, and have been hidden for marketing reasons. Consalvo [21] and Gazzard [32] both relate Easter eggs to the concept of cheating. An example of cheating in games is using hidden cheat codes, which give players advantages like bonus lives or weapons. Gazzard argues that exploring or exploiting hidden or unintended features of games can lead to flow-inducing player experiences, and social aspects around sharing game hacks and Easter eggs can lead to an increased sense of community among gamers.

Easter eggs can also be conceptualized through the lenses of intertextuality and paratextuality. Intertextuality can be described as a “textual strategy” involving parodic allusion, creative inclusion of other texts, or self-reflexive reference [70]. For example, searching “the answer to life the universe and everything” in Google Search produces “42” as a result, a parodic allusion to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. Broadening this idea from text to media more generally, some Easter eggs in games have been described intertextually, as allusions to other media [86]. Consalvo [21] argues that Easter eggs in games "set the stage for a paratextual industry" for texts such as game magazines and strategy guides. She relates this to what she terms "gaming capital": “how being a member of game culture is about more than playing games or even playing them well”. In the following sections, we illustrate how Easter eggs in software applications could be understood similarly, for example, by encouraging discussion about Easter eggs on social media.

In the context of software applications, the nature of Easter eggs is necessarily different from Easter eggs in games. In particular, the idea of hidden cheat code Easter eggs in games does not have a direct analogue in software applications. Further, software application Easter eggs have received much more negative attention concerning security and developer productivity problems, because software applications are often used in mission-critical contexts. Because Easter eggs are hidden and undocumented code, they have similarities to dangerous code such as backdoors and logic bombs [67]. For example, historical versions of the PHP scripting language contained an image-based Easter egg that would render in output webpages. The images changed in each version, making it easier for hackers to identify the PHP version the server was using. This could facilitate exploitation of bugs and vulnerabilities in old versions [3]. For reasons like these, some companies like Apple and Microsoft have prohibited developers from including Easter eggs in their software [27, 69].

2.2 Definitions and characteristics in software applications

Nagy-Farkas’ 1997 popular press book "Easter Eggs: Software Surprises" [65] is one of the most thorough, albeit informal, descriptions of game and software application Easter eggs. Nagy-Farkas
defines Easter eggs as features that are undocumented, written by the original programmer, reproducible, harmless, and entertaining [65]. Our expanded definition of Easter eggs, provided in the Introduction, refines and relaxes these criteria, including user-made Easter egg remixes and customizations, and non-reproducible and non-entertaining Easter eggs.

In software applications, some characteristics of Easter eggs have been discussed in specific contexts, such as with conversational agents, and in informal publications like blog posts. Work by Luger and Sellen [53] demonstrates that people will often look for Easter eggs when first interacting with conversational agents, to gauge what the agent is capable of in a playful way. Weinel et al. [90] argue that Easter eggs serve two “purposes”: providing enjoyment to their creators, and adding aesthetic value to the resulting artifact (whether it be software, a video game, music, etc.). However, despite discussing software, Weinel et. al.’s categorization is mainly focused on Easter eggs in musical media (e.g., images hidden in music spectrograms). Outside of academia, in a New York Times article [74], Pogue uses several examples to describe how software and hardware Easter eggs can be used for recognition, to “establish software as an art form”, as a ‘thank-you’ notice, and to encourage prospective company employees. In a blog post, Gkogka [33] discusses how Easter eggs can lead to “delightful” user experiences that “act as special rewards”, entertain users and “break the monotony”, give “personality” to a product, “attract people back to [a] product”, and “serve as a distraction”. She also describes how Easter eggs can be “context focused”, “enlightening”, “artistic”, and capable of “adding extra functionality” or “teasing.” Nagy-Farkas [65] claims software Easter eggs are created for four reasons: “recognition”, “nostalgia”, “humor”, and “revenge”. However, this classification is mostly unsubstantiated and may be less relevant today, because of new computing platforms, interface designs, and reduced concern about computer resource usage. Inspired by these classifications of Easter eggs, we develop a more complete and modern classification of Easter egg purposes.

The term “Easter egg” has also been used to describe software watermarks, historically used to discourage software intellectual property theft by hiding ownership information [20]. For example, if a certain sequence of keys is pressed, the developers of an application could be revealed as evidence of ownership. This is similar to Easter eggs where developers have discreetly signed their work, like the Atari Adventure game example.

2.3 Gamification and Play
Easter eggs can be considered in relation to research on playfulness in user interfaces and gamification. Costello and Edmonds’ pleasure framework [22], in the context of interactive art, categorizes thirteen “pleasures of play”. It formed the basis of the PLEX framework [52], which is used in the design of games and playful experiences more generally. Boberg et al. [12] place Easter eggs within the PLEX category of “Discovery”, in which the discovery is “associated with a degree of surprise”. In gamification research, Easter eggs are considered to be a gamification element, described by Marczewski as “a fun way to reward and surprise people for just having a look around” [54]. Our investigation reveals that software Easter eggs are not necessarily playful, and can have more purposes than this more limited view of enabling discoveries or acting as rewards or surprises.

3 METHOD
The primary motivation of this investigation is to better understand, in the context of software application user interfaces, the purposes of and processes involving Easter eggs.

We focused on Easter eggs that people experience in user interfaces in the wild, rather than investigating them purely from a standpoint of developer-centric practices. Because Easter eggs are by definition hidden phenomena, this approach poses the challenge of identifying the provenance of specific Easter eggs, which is not usually possible without inside knowledge. Further, as we learned
through our investigation, the original developers of specific Easter eggs may become forgotten over time. While there are online communities of Easter egg “hunters”, active engagement with these communities can only provide limited insight into Easter egg developers’ intention and affect, because developers are usually not involved in these communities and users can only speculate as to Easter egg purposes.

Recognizing these constraints around possible data sources, we chose to use an approach centred around archival research, in which we performed a qualitative, investigative analysis of Internet media discussing Easter eggs. Some previous works have characterized this approach as “passive netnography” [23], a set of research practices in which data is collected through the Internet [49], itself related to a subset of methods used in digital ethnography. We also conducted interviews with four developers to gain insight into specific well-known Easter eggs. We used a selection of tools and methodological principles from constructivist grounded theory as described by Charmaz [15], which focuses on constructing conceptual categories that emerge from the data, as opposed to borrowing or applying external or pre-existing theories to analyze the data. Specifically, we conducted data collection and analysis simultaneously and iteratively, made constant comparisons across different segments of data, and drew on the data to develop conceptual categories. We focused on developing a set of Easter egg purposes and conceptual categories that have strong explanatory power and a close fit with the data, rather than aiming to develop a formal theory. This is in line with Charmaz’s suggestion that grounded theory guidelines can “solve varied problems... whether or not you aim for theory development”. In contrast with other qualitative approaches that separate data collection and analysis, such as thematic analysis [13], we found the need to continually return to the data to seek more types of information. Our methodology enabled us to refine our research questions throughout the process of analyzing the data [15], uncovering potential benefits and challenges associated with Easter eggs, in addition to their purposes. We describe our approach in more detail below.

Rather than provide a history of Easter eggs, we primarily focus on recent examples because they are more relevant to contemporary computing platforms, applications, and interface designs. However, throughout the investigation, some historical Easter eggs were included to highlight specific properties of different Easter egg purposes.

The results of this investigation (Sections 4–5) form conceptual categorizations, and further enable us to provide insights for design practice inspired by Easter eggs through a discussion of future directions (Section 6).

**Archival Research.** To scope out the space of software application Easter eggs, we performed initial sampling using the popular, community-maintained Easter egg database website “eeggs.com”. The website contains categorized lists of links to pages about Easter eggs. The categories correspond to the source of the Easter egg, such as “Application Software” and “Movie”. Each Easter egg page contains user-contributed instructions and possibly images for the associated Easter egg.

Though there are several different database and collection websites for Easter eggs online, we found others are more outdated, contain only a few software application Easter eggs, or do not clearly separate software Easter eggs from a larger mix of other types, such as those in movies. “eeggs.com” is itself rather outdated; only 58 of the 1656 submitted software Easter eggs were added since 2010. However, a considerable number of older Easter eggs remain in current versions of the same software. We also observed the fact that companies that have produced Easter eggs in the past are known for continuing to produce new Easter eggs (e.g., Google [74]). To ensure recent Easter eggs were represented, we scraped “eeggs.com” to collect the most common keywords in Easter egg application names, identifying top organization and application names associated with recent software (e.g., “Adobe”, “Windows”, rather than “Macromedia”, “Lotus”).
We used these as keywords in Easter egg searches, combined with search terms “Easter egg” and “hidden/secret/undocumented feature”, in online discussion forums and blog posts. We also went through social media feeds associated with these organization and application names, which helped us identify non-conventional Easter eggs like Google Doodles and a fictitious “=CAKE” function in Microsoft Excel. For Easter eggs belonging to open source software, we searched through commit messages and bug reports to collect additional information. Using theoretical sampling [15], we further investigated emerging categories and discovered variations.

Interviews. During the archival research investigation, we identified a small number of specifically well-known Easter eggs that had little information available about them. For a subset of these, we were able to identify contact information for potential developers with inside knowledge. We conducted email-based interviews with software developers who created Easter eggs themselves, or were in close contact with developers who did. Our interview protocol was approved by our institution’s research ethics board, and requires we preserve the anonymity of our participants.

We used a structured interview approach, defined in the same sense as Dimond et al. [28]: a fixed set of questions were provided to the developers by email and responded to via email. We used this direct, email-based approach because we were ‘cold emailing’ developers associated with well-known Easter eggs, and wanted to make our contact as effortless for them as possible to encourage a response. The questions asked were:
1. "What was the motivation to create this Easter egg? Is there a story behind it?"
2. "Who was this Easter egg targeted at? (For example, a particular person or population.)"
3. "From what you’ve seen, how have others (developers, users, etc.) responded to this Easter egg? What comments have others made to you about it?"

We received responses from four developers. We describe their companies and software in a way that preserves their anonymity, and we refer to them using the generic labels, D1–D4. D1 is a developer for a popular open-source multimedia application for Android, D2 is a senior engineer at a large, commercial software company, D3 is a front-end developer at a different, large, commercial software company, and D4 is the lead developer of an internationally renowned open source software application. D1, D3, and D4 discussed one Easter egg each, whereas D2 discussed six separate Easter eggs. We followed up with two of the developers to clarify ambiguities in their initial replies and to collect more information about gaps in properties of categories uniquely associated with their Easter eggs.

Purpose categories were constructed by coding the data in an iterative process moving between data and analysis. Initial (open) coding was line-by-line. Focused coding and theoretical sampling were used to consolidate more abstract categories and identify variations in the data. We stopped collecting Easter egg examples and associated information once we reached saturation; that is, new data was not revealing new theoretical insights or properties of Easter egg purposes [15]. During the process of focused coding, we also identified emergent social and emotional process categories, which we developed as a secondary categorization simultaneously with the purpose categories. The data analyzed comprised the developer interview text, as well as the archival research documents, specifically passages written by developers, passages from users that described objective Easter egg functionality, and any textual information contained within the Easter eggs. This process resulted in 14 purpose categories and 6 process categories. Coded passages from the data sources and a detailed description of each purpose category are included as supplemental material.
4 PURPOSES OF EASTER EGGS

We discuss the 14 Easter egg purposes that emerged from our qualitative analysis, which encompass stories behind, motivations for creating, and intended perceptions of Easter eggs. Where relevant, we also discuss the informal publications about Easter eggs in the context of specific purposes, to highlight the different types of language that can be used to describe Easter eggs. This set of purposes may be incomplete; however, the purposes we identified serve as a way of understanding specific common and interesting aspects of the functions of Easter eggs. Also note that these purposes are not mutually exclusive, as many Easter eggs are applicable to more than one category. The purposes are presented roughly from least to most prevalent in our investigation; however, measuring frequency was not our goal, and in practice, is challenging due to the data collection considerations previously discussed. Table 1 summarizes all of the Easter eggs we analyzed and their purposes.

Providing functionality in the software application. This purpose relates to Easter eggs that Consalvo would describe as “functional”, as opposed to “ornamental”. However, this distinction is less clear for software applications than games; the meaning of ‘providing functionality’ is broader, because unlike games, software applications may not have meaningful metrics for progress. Any hidden, undocumented feature that users find useful could be considered an example.

A canonical example is how, since Microsoft Windows 7, creating a folder with a specific, undocumented filename, creates a shortcut to an “All Tasks” view, with all Windows Control Panel items in a single view. Users have colloquially called this functionality “God Mode”. It was an implementation detail not intended for use, but people discovered this functionality and found it useful nonetheless [71].

Teaching users transferable knowledge and skills. Some Easter eggs create educational value for users by providing knowledge or the means to access knowledge, or showing the user how to do something that might be useful in other contexts.

For example, Google Doodles, the temporary commemorative modifications to the Google homepage logo, often educate about important historical figures. “We really want to, like, kind of tickle different parts of the users’ brains; you know like one day it’s about dance, one day it’s about science; one day it’s about pop culture; like another day it’s a national holiday”, said Ryan Germick, a Google Doodle designer [37]. Not only can Easter eggs themselves educate users, but they can also motivate users to seek more information, for example, by clicking on the Google Doodle image to search for more sources related to a topic. To achieve this, Google Doodles are designed to “inspire curiosity” [37]. Google Search itself also has similar educational Easter eggs, such as Conway’s Game of Life, which Google engineer Peter Dolan describes as: “introduc[ing] people to the Game of Life. It’s often seen when you’re just starting to learn programming” [59]. These Easter eggs are associated with search engines, which are often used to gain knowledge about a topic, independent of any Easter eggs. In Section 6, we describe other ways that future Easter eggs could be designed to provide educational value.

Rewarding users for their actions. This purpose is similar to Gkogka’s “act as special rewards” characterization. While Gkoka refers to Easter eggs that encourage user “exploration” and brand “loyalty” [33], we focus on Easter eggs that reward users for specific beneficial actions they take within the software application.

An example is the “treat” hidden inside the WordPress terms of service. The text “If you’re actually reading this, here’s a treat.” is hidden midway through the terms. Clicking this opens a webpage with a photo of a meal at a restaurant. This “treat” has been unintentionally copied to other websites that based their terms of service off WordPress’ [74]. D2 provided another example,
Table 1. Summary of Easter egg purposes and associated publications. 41 Easter eggs were investigated in total. Counts sum to more than this total because Easter eggs can have multiple purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Easter Egg Examples</th>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Associated References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providing functionality in the software application</td>
<td>Windows &quot;All Tasks&quot; view [71]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>“functional” Easter eggs (Consalvo [21])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching users transferable knowledge and skills</td>
<td>Google Doodles [37], humorous Google Search results [59]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewarding users for their actions</td>
<td>WordPress terms of service &quot;treat&quot; [74], D2 Easter egg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>“act as special rewards” (Gkogka [33])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocking or seeking revenge</td>
<td>“about:mozilla” page in Internet Explorer [19], D2 Easter egg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>“revenge” (Nagy-Farkas [65])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showcasing developer skills or new technology</td>
<td>Excel 97 flight simulator [38], Matlab’s &quot;image&quot; [31]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupying users while waiting</td>
<td>Chrome dinosaur game [34, 42], uTorrent’s Tetris [87]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>“serve as a distraction” (Gkogka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing a personal message from the developer</td>
<td>Matlab’s “reshape” [60], Amazon Risher tribute [10]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>‘thank-you’ (Pogue [74])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting developers</td>
<td>recruitment via web browser developer tools, Google Foobar [72, 80]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>encouraging prospective company employees (Pogue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving credit to the individual developers</td>
<td>Excel 97 flight simulator, &quot;about&quot; pages/Firefox’s &quot;about:mozilla&quot;, After Effects credits [6], D2 Easter egg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;recognition” (Nagy-Farkas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating hype</td>
<td>Android version [36], After Effects credits, Matlab’s &quot;spy&quot; [78], Matlab’s &quot;image&quot;, Excel’s &quot;=CAKE&quot; function [58], D3 Easter egg, D4 Easter egg</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging development or remixing</td>
<td>Android version, GIMP’s &quot;Goat-exercise&quot; [66, 88], D1 Easter egg, D2 Easter egg, D3 Easter egg</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing something dear to the developer</td>
<td>Android version, Matlab’s &quot;image&quot;, PHP version [68], Matlab’s &quot;spy&quot;, D2 Easter egg</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>“break the monotony” (Gkogka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boosting moods with simple jokes or references</td>
<td>VLC Santa hat [45], VS Code Santa hat [26], Ant Design holiday theme [51], GIMP’s &quot;Goat-exercise&quot;, humorous Google Search results, apt-get &quot;moo&quot; [35], &quot;about:mozilla” page in Internet Explorer, man Easter egg [83, 89], After Effects sheep sound [79], After Effects’ &quot;Mask Embiggen” [18], Chrome dinosaur game, AutoCAD’s &quot;CAD-PAC&quot; (fictitious) [5], Microsoft Office Clippy background [57], PHP version, Matlab’s &quot;f***” [44], Matlab’s ‘reshape’, 4 D2 Easter eggs</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>“humor” (Nagy-Farkas), &quot;nostalgia” (Nagy-Farkas), “break the monotony” (Gkogka), “serve as a distraction” (Gkogka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acting as a creative, expressive outlet for developers</td>
<td>Google Doodles, humorous Google Search results, After Effects sheep sound, &quot;about” pages/Firefox’s &quot;about:mozilla&quot;, Firefox’s &quot;about:robots&quot; [76], D2 Easter egg</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>“establish[ing] software as an art form” (Pogue), &quot;personality” (Gkogka)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
explaining that, historically, an image-based Easter egg in one of their software applications was “designed by prominent users / beta testers”. In the case of beta testers, this meant that as a reward for using a specific version of the software application, they could showcase their design skills in an Easter egg.

**Mocking or seeking revenge.** This purpose is related to that of sharing a personal message, with the difference of having a specific focus of ‘poking fun’ at another person, group of people, organization, or piece of software. It could be understood as a superset of Nagy-Farkas’ “revenge” category.

An example is an Easter egg in Internet Explorer that was a response to a similar Easter egg in Mozilla Firefox (which we also discuss later). When navigating to “about:mozilla” in old versions of Internet Explorer, a blue screen is displayed. Users have suggested that this Easter egg was designed to look like the Blue Screen of Death, in reference to the instability of Netscape at the time; however, some have instead related it to Microsoft branding colours [19]. As another example, D2 described an Easter egg in one of their applications: “Initially, [it was] just a humorous placeholder name for a new, as-yet-unnamed command in [the application], when shipped in a beta build, it annoyed a manager as unprofessional, and he ordered its removal. The programmer responded by putting in a more appropriate name for the new command, but sometimes randomly replacing other [UI controls] with [humorous text], rarely enough so that you’d wonder if you actually saw it or just imagined it – just to tweak the manager.”

**Showcasing developer skills or new technology.** This purpose was particularly relevant historically, when developers would push the graphical capabilities of early computer systems to the limits. An example is the Microsoft Excel 97 flight simulator. In this Easter egg, selecting a specific range of cells in the spreadsheet, then entering a sequence of specific keyboard and mouse commands, would trigger a fullscreen flight simulator to be displayed. YouTube commenter “hank804” claims to have been an intern when this Easter egg was being developed, and adds: “Imagine how cool this was back then, when 3D engines were relatively new” [38]. The developers were able to show off their skill with 3D programming, as well as what contemporary computer hardware at the time was capable of.

![Fig. 1. Images steganographically hidden in Matlab’s ‘default image’. © Image courtesy of The MathWorks, Inc.](image)

Matlab, a numerical computing environment, contains another example of Easter eggs that showcase developer skills in the form of an image displayed when the `image` function is called with no parameters (Figure 1). The story behind this image is documented in a blog post by the developer, Steve Eddins [31]. The software company, MathWorks, had a charity auction; one of the items was the right to specify the default image for the next version of Matlab. Eddins was a newly-hired image processing specialist at the time, so he had a desire to do this. He chose to make the image steganographic (containing additional hidden data) in response to complaints that Matlab only supported double-precision values at the time. To showcase the capabilities of double-precision values and his skill as a self-proclaimed “image processing guy”, he used all of the bits to encode multiple images, each of which were selected by different developers.

---

2Relocated to “res://mshtml.dll/about.moz” in recent versions.
Occupying users while waiting. Some Easter eggs are hidden in a way that they reveal themselves as a source of entertainment when the user would otherwise be waiting for a job to complete or a resource to become available in the application. Similar to Gkogka’s “serve as a distraction” characterization, Easter eggs could be designed to draw users’ attention away from limitations or error pages within an application. This notion of distraction was also raised by D3, who referred to an Easter egg that they designed as a “short distraction” for users “experienc[ing] a level of frustration”.

Fig. 2. Dinosaur game in Google Chrome, accessible by navigating to “about:dino”. Image courtesy of Google LLC.

The dinosaur game in Google Chrome is a well-known example. When Chrome is unable to connect to the Internet, a webpage with a dinosaur is shown. Pressing the spacebar starts a minigame in which the user can make the dinosaur jump and duck to avoid obstacles. When Internet connectivity resumes, the page disappears and is replaced with the desired destination page. Another example is the game of Tetris hidden within uTorrent, a BitTorrent client. By pressing “t” on the keyboard in the application “About” window, users can play a bare-bones game of Tetris while waiting for downloads or uploads of files [87]. Interestingly, these examples share the trait that, despite neither being games themselves, the Easter eggs contained within are games.

Sharing a personal message from the developer. This purpose could be understood as a superset of Pogue’s ‘thank-you’ category, which only refers to messages that express gratitude. We use “personal message” to refer to a written sentiment directed to a particular person or audience. One canonical example is the David Risher tribute Easter egg in Amazon, the online store. By clicking an invisible link at the bottom of the site directory page, a page titled “Thank You, David Risher” is shown in tribute to Risher for his contributions to Amazon as its former senior VP for retail [10]. As another example, in older versions of Matlab, calling the “reshape” function with invalid arguments would result in the humorous and personal error message: “Cleve says you should be doing something more useful.” The “Cleve” in this message is Cleve Moler, the developer of that functionality, which “temporarily fixed a bug in earlier versions where negative arguments caused a segmentation violation” [60].

Recruiting developers. This purpose relates to Pogue’s category of encouraging prospective company employees. While Pogue describes an Easter egg that uses persuasive language to encourage users to apply [74], we further identify recruitment messages that act more like passive banner advertisements, or assess the user’s fitness for the job through the process of interacting with the Easter egg. A common example is how recruitment messages are hidden in websites as a message printed to the developer tools console. Companies that include this type of Easter egg include Reddit, NYTimes, Etsy, and Baidu. These are sometimes decorated with ASCII art (e.g., Reddit, NYTimes), and sometimes with a small entertaining message (e.g., Baidu, in Chinese). Another example is the Google Search recruitment Easter egg, “Google Foobar” [72, 80]. It reveals itself as a secret coding

3https://www.amazon.com/gp/site-directory
challenge, which Google can use to both attract the attention of possible new employees and gauge their abilities. This Easter egg is far less reproducible than many other Easter eggs, and sometimes can be activated by using programming-related search keywords or is sometimes hidden inside HTML comments [72].

Giving credit to the individual developers. This purpose is similar to Nagy-Farkas’ “recognition” category of personal message Easter eggs, but also considers Easter eggs that give credit regardless of the developer’s “ability as a programmer” [65]. D2 describes that Easter eggs can be used to “sign one’s work” and that “[o]ther software has sometimes included the creators’ names as easter eggs”. While less extreme than the Atari Adventure game Easter egg, the flight simulator hidden in Microsoft Excel 97 is an example of this purpose. When the flight simulator is activated, there are scrolling credits on the terrain listing the developers of the application. Notably, these developers are not credited in the official application “About” window. Another example with an interesting story is “about:” pages (e.g., “about:blank”). These were initially added as Easter eggs in Netscape (now Mozilla Firefox) to give credit to the individual developers by showing off their names, and eventually their personal webpages [62, 97]. A modern example is the hidden credits project in Adobe After Effects, activated by holding down specific modifier keys while opening the application “About” window. This opens up a project containing a creative animated video crediting the individuals responsible for that particular version of After Effects [6].

Creating hype. Easter eggs can generate hype by attracting social media followers or encouraging users to anticipate or hunt for more. Since version 2.3 “Gingerbread”, the Android operating system has contained a new Easter egg in each version, activated by repeatedly tapping the version number text in the Settings app. The Easter eggs are often interactive minigames, like a nonogram puzzle. Dan Sandler, an Android developer, described the intended user reaction as: “I wonder what they did in the next version?” [36]. A recent example is the fictitious “=CAKE” function in Excel, advertised by the Microsoft Excel team on Twitter [58]. Calling the function would purportedly turn the background of the spreadsheet into a colourful cake image (or perhaps even a real cake, as interpreted by some followers). The post was prompted by a viral trend at the time of creating cakes that look like “everyday objects”, such as shoes or bags of chips [14].

Many other software companies have used social media to drive hype around Easter eggs in their software products. This may inspire brand “loyalty” [33]. Adobe has used social media to actively give hints about Easter eggs in their software, such as posts from the After Effects team [1, 93]. The Matlab team has posted teaser images to Twitter of what some of Matlab’s Easter eggs look like, without giving away how to access them or what they mean [55]. Independent from the companies themselves, reports on Easter eggs by tech journalists also lead to online discussions, in which people reminisce about Easter eggs in software they have used, clarify certain aspects of Easter egg history, and discuss possible safety concerns around including Easter eggs in vehicles like cars and airplanes [27, 74]. The use of social media to present Easter eggs also relates to Consalvo’s argument that Easter eggs “set the stage for a paratextual industry” [21], but in this case, the paratext is social media posts rather than magazines and strategy guides about games.

A contrasting way that Easter eggs generate hype is by satiating people’s desire for discovery, similar to how “Discovery” is described as a key category of games and playful experiences [48]. Rather than promote Easter eggs publicly like Adobe or Matlab, some developers prefer to avoid exposing Easter eggs, instead relying on the thrill experienced by users when they discover one. D3 explained that users who do not know about an Easter egg in an application “will hopefully discover it on their own and get that sense of surprise and excitement when you discover a hidden feature”. D4 takes this mindset a step further, suggesting that “It’s generally known that easter eggs
are not to be exposed widely”, so that they “[remain] a secret”. They added: “Just like you would not tell where the egg is hidden, the search is part of the fun.”

Encouraging development or remixing. This purpose refers to Easter eggs that encourage two related phenomena, development and ‘remixing’, by demonstrating functionality of an application or its code, or encouraging users to look at the code for themselves. What ties these together is how users apply their creativity to become part of an Easter egg themselves.

One common context in which Easter eggs have encouraged development is open source software. Easter eggs are included to teach other developers how to implement certain kinds of functionality. An example of this is the “Goat-exercise” feature in GIMP [66], a graphics processing application. The feature is a small demo for developers, showing how to make a plugin for the application using a graphics library called GEGL (Generic Graphics Library). The name is a joke, and comes from a nickname that developers gave GEGL: “Genetically Engineered Goat, Large” [88].

Another example is a hidden icon in D1’s Android multimedia application, which animates when tapped. D1 told us: “At the time we started [the application], no one from the team had any previous experience with the Android OS. We were all learning on the go and we played a lot with the internal features. After a few months of development, before reaching the store for the first time... I accidentally discovered a very simple way to add animations to a visual object and started to play with it as a distraction.” This approach for adding animations was something that this developer realized would be useful, so they used this Easter egg as a demonstration for their “fellow [application] teammates”. They “had no intention of making an easter egg that would survive the first release of [the application] but it was kept along the years.” This motivation of using Easter eggs to learn or teach about development is not unique to open source software. The “engineer wanting an excuse to learn how to [implement code using a new API]” was also mentioned by D2 as motivation, confirming a similar source of Easter eggs in commercial software.

Because many Easter eggs are artistic in nature, it follows that remixing Easter eggs would be of interest, in line with trends in visual art and music of remixing, sampling, mash-ups, and parodies. An example is the series of Android ‘version’ Easter eggs, for which developers explicitly encourage remixing: Sandler emphasized that the Android Easter eggs are open source, and that users “can even, like, copy the code and make your own version” [36]. In reference to an Easter egg in a popular application developed by their company, D3 told us that “The fact that there are many homages and remixes to the [Easter egg] has always astounded me.” This indicates that there are active and creative communities of Easter egg remixers.

Sharing something dear to the developer. Developers use some Easter eggs as a sort of ‘time capsule’, by hiding media with personal value to them, often pictures. This purpose relates to Gkogka’s “break the monotony” characterization, by giving users something “new and unexpected” to look at [33].

An example is the original Android ‘version’ Easter egg in Android 2.3 Gingerbread. In an interview [36], Sandler explained that Dianne Hackborn, the head of the Android framework team, was friends with an artist, whom she asked to make a painting containing the Android robot mascot: “W[hen] she got the painting, she thought it was so awesome, that she wanted to hide it in the platform, so that other people could find it”. Through this Easter egg, Hackborn was able to share an artwork with personal meaning to her.

The ‘default image’ Easter egg in Matlab is another example (Figure 1). The images hidden inside the default image include pictures of personal importance, such as those of developers, their family members and their pets, and a developer’s favourite number. The images also include some mathematically or historically interesting images and photographs. Matlab has other Easter eggs with this same purpose, such as the spy function. When called with no arguments, it shows an
image of a dog [78], which a MathWorks staff member confirmed to be a lead developer’s pet dog [5]. PHP used to contain a similar Easter egg, whereby secret query strings would result in PHP-based websites displaying funny or personal images chosen by the developers, such as photos of the developers’ pets. In each version, a new image was used [68].

*Boosting mood with simple jokes or references.* This purpose relates to Nagy-Farkas’ “humor” category and Gkogka’s “break the monotony” characterization, in that an unexpected Easter egg can break up an “ordinary task” with entertainment [33]. It also loosely relates to Gkogka’s “serve as a distraction” characterization; for example, 404 “page not found” error pages frequently contain humorous content, such as cartoons (e.g., [7]) or emotional characters (e.g., [29]), which may help reduce user dissatisfaction. We combine the ideas of jokes and references because these two aspects are often found in conjunction.

Sometimes, such Easter eggs may be “motivated first by the need for temporary UI” (D2). For example, D2 explains that in two separate Easter eggs, one of their software applications used humorous icons because the developers “wanted a temporary icon until the real one got designed”. The humorous stand-in icons were later included as Easter eggs. Cleve’s humorous “reshape” error message in Matlab is another example. It was initially added to fix a bug, but later replaced by a more serious and accurate error message.

More generally, such Easter eggs are often motivated by a developer’s “impulse to do something fun and self-expressive when under stress” (D2). Sometimes Easter eggs are targeted at users, whereas other times, they are inside jokes among developers (the latter being a common purpose of Easter eggs in historical desktop software).

Targeted at the developers of the application, the After Effects sheep sound effect is an example of this purpose. Shift-clicking on the title pane in After Effects causes it to play a “baa” sound. At a motion graphics meetup, Dan Wilk, an original developer of Adobe After Effects, passionately described the story behind the Easter egg: “So the sheep sound is... [a developer’s] mother making a sheep sound. So I think what it was, it was Monaco or one of the OS9 or OS7 fonts – it actually doesn’t look right anymore – one of the fonts that was in the Mac OS system had this odd glyph in one of the upper ASCII things, and it was this sheep, and so as some sort of whimsical moment, [the developer] put sheep in the effects control window, and of course once that happened it got a life of its own” [79]. In other words, the Easter egg was a humorous reference to a sheep glyph in a font at the time (which itself may have been an Easter egg). Users who discover the Easter egg may find it humorous without context, but the story behind it is what makes it connect emotionally with the developers who know about it.

Some examples of Easter eggs focused on making specific references to other media are the “Mask Embiggen” Easter egg in Adobe After effects, which replaces the UI text “Expansion” with “Embiggen”, in reference to a particular episode of The Simpsons [18]; and the “moo” command line option for package management application *apt-get*, which causes an ASCII-art cow to be displayed in the console, in reference to an IRC user who would use the greeting “Moo” [35]. In reference to intertextuality, these Easter eggs could be considered examples of *creative inclusion*, a form of commentary on the fragments of media they reproduce.

There have also been more controversial Easter eggs. For example, Santa-themed decorations have been included in various software applications during the winter holiday season (e.g., VLC Media Player [45], VS Code [26], Ant Design [51]), which some users have taken issue with because of the association with Christmas. As another example, old versions of Matlab had the “f***” Easter egg function (the actual swear word), which when entered, Matlab would print the unsavoury reply “Your place or mine?” to the console [44]. The developers likely felt that this was a humorous

---

4This sound is also used by the application to indicate render errors.
response [46]. In Section 5, we discuss how Santa-themed decorations have caused conflict between developers and users, and in Section 6, we suggest how Easter eggs like “f***” in Matlab could inspire the design of Easter eggs that help users emotionally.

There are also many joke and reference-focused Easter eggs targeted at the users of software applications. Until a few years ago, man, a documentation reading application for Unix-like systems, displayed “gimme gimme gimme” (in reference to a popular song by 1970s pop group Abba) if man was run “after midnight”. This reference was suggested on Twitter in 2011 by a user, Marnanel Thurman [83]. The developer, Colin Watson, saw this tweet and actually put the Easter egg in. After removing it in 2017, Watson said, “I’m glad that it made some people smile, which after all was the whole purpose of it.” [89] This type of reaction was mirrored by D2, who for one of their software applications, said, “[r]eactions I’ve gotten from [the application] fans have mostly been amusement or delight at discovering an easter egg or recognizing its meaning.” Sometimes users have also created blog or social media posts about fabricated Easter eggs, such as for April Fools’ Day jokes. For example, a fictitious “CAD-PAC” Easter egg in AutoCAD was described in a blog post [8], which would purportedly start a game of Pac-Man in a pop-up window after entering a sequence of fourteen commands. Prank Easter eggs may entertain their creators when observing others’ reactions.

Several examples of joke and reference-focused Easter eggs also contain an element of Nagy-Farkas’ “nostalgia” category. For example, when describing the design of the dinosaur game in Google Chrome, the developers wanted to make the game “reminiscent of vintage video games” [34]. Another example is the “Clippy” Easter egg in the background of recent versions of Microsoft Word. If the “Office Background” theme is set to “School Supplies”, then a rendering of Clippy, the infamous Microsoft Office user interface agent from historical versions, appears as part of the background [57]. This Easter egg has no dynamic behaviour – it is just a static part of the background image. It is a reminder of how times and software have changed since Clippy was included as a user interface agent in Microsoft Office.

For completeness, previously mentioned Easter eggs that also exemplify the purpose of boosting moods with jokes or references include: the WordPress “treat” Easter egg, the “Goat-exercise” feature in GIMP, the PHP version Easter egg (which specifically used humorous imagery), the Google Chrome dinosaur game (which was a joke that in the “prehistoric age”, there was no Wi-Fi [34]), humorous Google Search results in response to “the answer to life the universe and everything” (also to queries such as “recursion”, “anagram”, “do a barrel roll”, and “The Wizard of Oz” [59]), and the “about:mozilla” page in Internet Explorer (which referenced Netscape).

Acting as a creative, expressive outlet for developers. D2 told us that “Easter eggs are motivated partly by the impulse to do something fun and self-expressive”. Several informal Easter egg categorizations [33, 74] have similarly described Easter eggs as having qualities such as “establish[ing] software as an art form”, giving “personality” to a product, or other functions associated with creativity and expression. Wilk described the birth of the Adobe After Effects sheep sound Easter egg as a “whimsical moment” [79]. Despite these Easter egg characterizations, our investigation found that Easter eggs are infrequently described as serving this purpose. However, we note that most of the identified Easter egg purposes are not centred around helping developers or users fulfill utilitarian productivity goals. Rather, we suggest that the expressive power of Easter eggs has important emotional and social value for their developers and users, defined as “supporting [someone] to build stronger social bonds; feel free, explorative and creative; or simply experience joy and affect” [4]. Easter eggs that we coded as having other purposes may and likely do share this purpose.

The Abba song lyrics are: “Gimme, gimme, gimme a man after midnight”.
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As a specific example, “about:mozilla” was one of the “about:” pages described above that has survived to this day, providing cryptic quotes out of a fictitious “Book of Mozilla”. These have been updated over time to reflect the history of Firefox in a creative way [64]. Other similar Easter eggs have been in undocumented browser “about:” pages, such as “about:robots” in Firefox, which was created through a bug report in which developers contributed creative ideas for icons and text to use [76]. As another example, while Google Doodles is time based and not considered a conventional Easter egg, it has taken this purpose of Easter eggs to the extreme, frequently presenting animations and minigames about science, culture, and holidays. Germick describes this process as: “how do you share a human moment from behind the screen?” [37]. The humorous Google Search results are similarly motivated, as Dolan describes: “Some engineer gets some idea and can’t stop thinking about it, and they make it happen, and everyone says, ‘Oh my god, that’s amazing!’ And then it goes out” [59].

In summary, there is a broad spectrum of Easter egg purposes, and Easter eggs are not merely “the result of... an individual engineer thinking something essentially random would be funny” (D2), but have diverse, focused purposes. Developers have different stances on who Easter eggs are for, some saying “Easter eggs aren’t generally targeted at anyone in particular” (D2), while others saying “[Easter eggs] are for everyone” (D3). Our investigation reveals that it can be both.

5 PROCESSES IMPACTING DEVELOPERS AND USERS

To demonstrate potential beneficial processes that Easter eggs engender, and challenges associated with their development and use, we discuss six processes Easter eggs undergo that relate to the social and emotional circumstances of their developers and users. Rather than forming a comprehensive theory, this section provides a descriptive account of some important processes that Easter eggs engender, which emerged during focused coding of Easter egg purposes. We believe these processes can provide insight to developers, users, researchers, and designers about the context around Easter eggs, and inspire further work about Easter eggs.

5.1 Potential Benefits of Easter Eggs

We highlight positive processes that Easter eggs engender, such as coming to be expected, becoming part of a tradition, and encouraging playful exchanges online.

5.1.1 Coming to be standardized or expected. In contrast with Easter eggs that are removed after some time, sometimes Easter egg behaviour remains long-term, either because it has evolved into core functionality, or users come to expect it of the software application.

One example is the “about:” pages initially included as an Easter egg in Netscape [62]. Because of how browser standards evolved, “about:” pages became standardized [63] and implemented across competing software applications (browsers). While still also used for Easter egg purposes (e.g., “about:mozilla”), they implement core functionality in browsers, such as configuration pages and the “blank” page.

Easter eggs can also maintain longevity by coming to be expected by users. In other words, some Easter eggs ‘upgrade’ from being an Easter egg to being a core application feature. The Google Chrome Dino game is an example of this. Initially, it was only available without an internet connection, or at “chrome://network-error/-106”, an internal page. However, the Easter egg later became a “feature” of Chrome, when the developer made the functionality more accessible by hosting it at “about:dino” [42] (which, incidentally, is an “about:” page).
5.1.2 Getting “a life of its own”. Borrowing the phrase that Dan Wilk used to describe the After Effects sheep sound, an Easter egg can “[get] a life of its own” [79], continuing to exist beyond the control of the original developer, sometimes going as far as becoming part of a tradition.

Recurring Easter eggs can lead to traditions with social value to developers and users. For example, the developer’s anticipated user reaction of “I wonder what they did in the next version?” [36] to the Android Easter egg suggests that Android users expect the Easter egg to be continued in future releases of the operating system. The tradition of having these Easter eggs has become a part of the Android brand image, and has led to online communities discussing and sharing these Easter eggs (e.g., [77]). This idea is also applicable to application developers. D2 told us that “Some of the [product] easter eggs are part of a tradition. [A specific Easter egg] has occasionally reappeared in various places... ever since” an early version of the software. D1 said that “New developers working on [the application] are warned that any work... should retain this particular easter egg, it became part of the identity of the platform and it was replicated on at least one other platform”. These Easter eggs have contributed to the identity of applications, even if only in the minds of the developers.

When Easter eggs are removed, they can gain nostalgic value. We note that this is different from our conceptualization of Easter eggs that contain embedded nostalgic media. An example is the Microsoft Excel 97 flight simulator. Online discussion often revolves around users reminiscing about how impressive the 3D technology supporting this Easter egg was, and telling stories about using it in school: “[G]ood times. I remember once in computers class in primary school I played this sim and the teacher yelled at me”; “Lol I remember playing this in high school on our computers in class. The teacher thought i installed software and started to write me up to send me to the principal” [38].

As alluded to earlier, even when Easter eggs are remembered, their original developers are often forgotten. Despite the fact that D1’s Easter egg became “part of the identity of the platform”, they noted that “Besides a few developers that were present back in the days, I think most, if not all, of the current maintainers don’t even know I was the original author.” D2 shared a similar sentiment: “The easter eggs tend to linger in memory longer than their creators unless there’s some controversy surrounding it... The ratio of the number of people who know there used to be [two specific Easter eggs], relative to the number of people who know who wrote those easter eggs..., has to be many thousands to 1. People don’t mostly write easter eggs for the fame or reputation.”

5.1.3 Creating playful exchanges even when fictitious. Easter eggs do not have to be real or implemented in an application to stimulate online playful discussions about them. An example of this is the Microsoft Excel “=CAKE” function, which only ever appeared as a fabricated screenshot in the Microsoft Excel team’s Twitter feed, yet resulted in a large amount of playful discussion including sarcastic exclamations, jokes about using the Easter egg, and jokes about using the software more generally. One user implemented and shared a real function with the name “=CAKE” using Visual Basic, with functionality inspired by the original tweet [95]. From a user perspective, often as pranks or April Fools’ Day jokes, people have concocted elaborate instructions for Easter eggs that do not actually exist (e.g., the CAD-PAC Easter egg described earlier), which have fooled users in discussion forums [47].

5.2 Challenges with Easter Eggs

Our Easter egg purpose categories highlight that Easter eggs are mostly made in good faith. However, because Easter eggs are undocumented and often untested, we highlight how Easter eggs, even those made with good intentions, have raised challenges affecting their development and use, or caused tensions between developers and users.
5.2.1 Becoming a maintenance burden. The need for quality assurance testing has been a motivating factor for companies to exclude Easter eggs from software applications. In response to a blog post about Easter eggs in Matlab, Moler recounted the fate of the “reshape” Easter egg: “As our code base has increased, including such goodies in the MATLAB core has become problematic because of the strain it puts on rigorous automated testing. It is still possible to include them in a few ‘leaf’ M functions, like 'spy', that other functions do not depend upon” [60]. This comment suggests that testing Easter eggs that are part of core features puts an additional burden on the company. Despite the fact that only a few Easter eggs remain in Matlab, its users still enjoy them and discuss them online. Some of the other Easter eggs we described are also effective at minimizing testing burden. In reference to the application that D2 develops, they identified that “Some teams at [the company] permit them as long as they’re not time-based or random (because that represents too much of a testing / quality risk)”. In the case of Microsoft Word’s Clippy background Easter egg, the Easter egg is built into the image resources of the application, and would not need separate functional testing. There is also the option to construct an entirely fictitious Easter egg, like the “=CAKE” function promoted by the Microsoft Excel team. After a certain period of time, many people who were going to discover any given Easter egg will have already discovered it, and Easter eggs centred around jokes or references become less novel over time. The man Easter egg gained a level of notoriety six years after it was created, when a developer posted a question on the Unix & Linux StackExchange noting that the Easter egg caused some of their automated tests to fail [89]. In response, Colin Watson, the developer, removed the Easter egg, later explaining that “It was getting a bit stale, though, and humour does require novelty”, highlighting that “six years seems like a pretty good run for that sort of thing” and “it probably isn’t going to get significantly better exposure than it already unexpectedly has” [89]. Removing “stale” Easter eggs eliminates the requirement to maintain this code and the risk of unexpectedly breaking user workflows.

5.2.2 Becoming a distraction. Both the acts of creating Easter eggs and using Easter eggs have been described as a “distraction”. This process contrasts with Gkogka’s categorization of Easter eggs that “serve as a distraction” [33], which refers to developers including them as a way to distract users from “negative or unpleasant” situations caused by the application, like 404 error pages. Instead, our identified process focuses on how Easter eggs can distract developers or users from their work. In the case of developers, D1 described that they created their Easter egg when “play[ing] with [animations] as a distraction”. Others have described creating Easter eggs as a break from ordinary coding work. D4 described that they create Easter eggs because of “Sometimes just being bored with useful work and wanting to add somet[h]ing useless that might make people smile”. Netscape developer Jamie Zawinski blogged about adding his personal “about” page Easter egg [96], explaining that programs should be “fun to write”. He adds: “If dropping in an easter egg allows a hacker to blow off some steam and consequently stick around the office for a few hours longer, and put in a 20 hour day instead of merely a 16 hour day, then those are resources well spent.” D2 suggested a similar sentiment, indicating that Easter eggs are often created “after too many late hours coding”.

From a user perspective, Easter eggs are usually considered secondary to the functionality of the software application that contains them. However, Easter eggs can be ‘too’ entertaining, to the extent that they risk distracting worker or student audiences that need to use the application for important purposes. An example of this was the dinosaur game in Google Chrome. The game is hugely popular, and was becoming such a problematic distraction in schools and businesses that Google had to add a way for system administrators to disable it [34].
5.2.3 Causing controversy and polarization. We have emphasized the value of the expression afforded by Easter eggs. However, if software expresses values that are too controversial or polarizing, this can result in social and economic harm. A value or message carried by an Easter egg may be independent from, or even in conflict with, the purpose of the software; the meaning of an Easter egg may be taken differently by users of different backgrounds.

There have been instances of time-based Easter eggs inserted by developers that have offended users. An example of this is the Santa hat in VLC Media Player. Some users complained that the hat is a religious symbol, the developers are being selfish by including it, and it should be removed from the application. The reply from the developers stated that there was an option to disable this feature in the preferences, and that it is open source software – users can make their own fork, or use a different application altogether [45]. A very similar situation arose more recently, with a Santa hat icon added in VS Code, an open source text editor application developed by Microsoft. A user opened a GitHub issue stating that they were offended by the Santa hat and wanted it removed. The developers promptly removed the icon, despite a backlash from other users referring to the original poster as a “troll” [26, 75]. In both cases, whether the Easter egg was left in or removed, it led to divisiveness within the community. However, in the case of VS Code, this also prompted developers to add a feature for customizing the icon in question, enabling users to add celebratory icons of their choosing.

A more extreme example, involving the popular web UI framework Ant Design, was blogged about by software developer Shun Liang [51]. The developers of the framework had decided to stealthily insert a Christmas Easter egg that, for all websites using the framework, changed the page titles to “Ho ho ho” and rendered snow on top of the UI buttons. Unsurprisingly, this became problematic, leading to several very heated GitHub issues, partially fuelled by local Chinese government crackdowns on Christmas celebrations. One user thought that the codebase was hacked [85], two users claimed to have a pay reduction [50], and one user claimed to have been fired [11]. The feature was removed shortly thereafter, with an apology from the developer [73].

A noteworthy property of the Ant Design example is that the Easter egg would propagate; in other words, it would activate in unintended situations, in other software dependent on the software containing the Easter egg. This property also applies to the PHP version Easter egg, which contained humorous images of animals and people making funny faces, and propagated to any website using PHP. Independent of security considerations, if the Easter egg were somehow accidentally exposed in a business-critical context, this could cast doubt on the professionalism of the website owners. Time-based activation can exacerbate the risk of Easter eggs that propagate, because they can be triggered without any change to the workflows dependent on the software containing the Easter egg. This risk is also evident with the man Easter egg, which, as mentioned above, caused a developer’s automated testing to fail only at certain times.

These examples converge to an important idea, captured by Larry Osterman in his blog post about why Microsoft products do not have Easter eggs [69]: “It’s about trust. It’s about being professional. Yeah, it’s cool seeing your name up there in lights. It’s cool when developers get a chance to let loose and show their creativity. But it’s not cool when doing it costs us the trust of our customers.” Osterman claims that Easter eggs are “irresponsible” because everything on one’s computer should be “planned”. If there is one hidden feature, how can users and businesses trust that there will not be more? What is “professional” and “responsible” will vary depending on the
developers, the users, and their relationship. For example, Adobe products have Easter eggs, yet this software is widely used by professional multimedia creators. Whether developers make Easter eggs purely for their own satisfaction or target them at users, there is a complex social, political, trust- and value-driven dynamic.

6 Future Design Directions for Software Application Easter Eggs

Based on gaps and opportunities we identified through constructing the Easter egg purposes and processes above, and inspired by work in the contexts of playful interaction and CSCW, we propose a series of directions for how ideas associated with Easter eggs could be applied in software application interfaces in new ways. Before looking at specific directions, we emphasize two broad perspectives from which we approach the subject.

First, many of the previously identified Easter egg purposes, such as sharing a personal message from the developer, mocking or seeking revenge, and boosting moods with simple jokes or references, could be associated with expression, or what Pogue calls “software as an art form”. For the same reasons that drawing, making music, and building crafts bring emotional value to people’s lives, the personal expression enabled through the act of creating and sharing Easter eggs can too. In a blog post, Netscape developer Zawinski emphasized that “dropping in an easter egg allows [for]... a better program because the people who wrote it cared about it”, also describing creating Easter eggs as “creative” and as “art” [96]. Enabling “self-expressive[ness]” (D2) through creative outlets in the software development or usage process is a desirable goal. From a developer standpoint, computers impose interesting hardware and software constraints, which can boost creativity through “out-of-the-box” thinking [37]. From a user standpoint, thinking about Easter eggs is one way we can work towards the goal of enabling applications to provide emotional value [4], also serving as inspiration for other user interface approaches.

Second, independent of social value fostered by the expressiveness of Easter eggs, their diversity and hidden nature provide a medium for building social communities. Our Easter egg examples demonstrate that there are many communities formed around Easter eggs, such as Easter egg “hunters”, who search for and share Easter eggs; developer communities, for which Easter eggs enable tradition; and “maker” communities, who share ideas with developers and make Easter egg-like media of their own. Throughout our discussion below, we address some of these communities in more detail.

User-made Easter eggs. The rise of social media and propagation of popular culture via the Internet has led to a new range of possibilities for interactions between developers and users of software applications. In the past, users of software have been involved in Easter egg development by discussing ideas with developers over social media. Examples of this include the man Easter egg, which the developer implemented in response to a user’s tweet; the “=CAKE” Excel Easter egg, which enabled a playful communication channel between the software team and the users; and the “moo” Easter egg in apt-get, which inspired joking behaviour with users, requesting different visuals for the displayed cow [82]. In other words, Easter eggs can form a topic of discussion that fosters dialogue providing emotional value to, and mutual understanding between developers and users through playful behaviour, and guiding more tailored interfaces based on user feedback.

Following this idea further, our expanded definition of Easter eggs considers that they may be created by users themselves. If we consider user customizations to software applications as a form of Easter egg, then we can make a connection to other related ideas such as “modding” and remixing. Cheliotis and Yew [16] outline that remix culture enables personal expression, supports social relationships, and helps develop communities. In the context of Easter eggs, software customizations that are shared can themselves contain Easter eggs, allowing for an exchange of Easter eggs between...
application users. This is comparable to the ability for players to share their own levels in the game Super Mario Maker, or for users to share their own keyboard command scripts made with applications like AutoHotkey. The ability to share, remix, and discuss extensions to applications fosters an additional social level and forms a community around an application’s users. Users may also make customizations as a form of appropriation [30], through which people “adopt and adapt technologies, fitting them into their working practices”. For example, work by Hecht et al. [40] shows that the “Location” field in Twitter user profiles has been used for purposes other than sharing location. Because the location field in many online social platforms can be customized, it enables personal expression in a way that is ‘hidden’ from normal view. Slack, the communication tool, lets users provide a “status”, which can be instead utilized to hide Easter egg-like messages in the tooltips of their names in the sidebar. Creating software applications with appropriation in mind could open opportunities for users to create their own forms of Easter eggs.

_Easter eggs to encourage taking breaks._ We identified that some Easter eggs entertain users when they are waiting, like the Chrome dinosaur game, or try to cheer users up when they are frustrated, like some 404 error pages. These purposes of Easter eggs can also be understood as ways to enable users to take a mental break from the task at hand. Because interactions with Easter eggs are usually brief, Easter eggs may be able to inspire the design of microbreaks built into software, which help reduce fatigue when using computer interfaces [41] and may or may not be entertaining. Easter eggs could be integrated directly within the process of completing a task, for example, by showing a short entertaining movie clip when clicking on an unexpected UI element. Alternatively, they could be integrated within dedicated microbreak sessions as a form of hide-and-seek game mechanic, similar to how Dai et al. [24] include other forms of game-like microbreaks during a crowdwork task to improve crowdworker retention.

_Collaborative and collective Easter eggs._ Our qualitative analysis revealed that Easter eggs are mostly an individual phenomenon, in that individual developers are usually responsible for crafting Easter eggs, and Easter eggs are usually activated and experienced by an individual user. For example, _D2_ described the creation of Easter eggs as “generally the result of... an individual engineer”. Given that social play activities can strengthen social bonds [4], we see an opportunity for Easter eggs to enter into this space, and be designed to be activated and experienced by multiple users in collaborative contexts. Wikström et al. developed the “SynchroMouse” game [92], in which players must move their mouse cursors in unison. Taking inspiration from a game like this, a remote collaborative application could unlock an entertaining Easter egg when remote participants synchronize their actions to simultaneously perform a secret gesture. Hunting for Easter eggs could serve as form of ice breaker activity built into remote collaboration software, or accidental discovery of Easter eggs activated collaboratively could serve to improve social bonds between remote collaborators.

_Educational value from Easter eggs._ We identified that some Easter eggs are designed to educate users. We propose some additional ways Easter eggs could inspire the design of educational user interfaces.

For example, Easter eggs can improve people’s engagement with software by indirectly teaching them something about its implementation or usage, perhaps by improving the discoverability of less-well-known features. The well-known webcomic _Mr. Lovenstein_ released a comic in which an application was not responding, and the user responded by repeatedly clicking the mouse. The program resumed, displaying “317 clicks has corrected the error” [91]. While this is a facetious example, Easter eggs could be designed with this idea in mind. For example, if a user does not understand how to use an application, and repeatedly clicks the mouse button, the application
could trigger an Easter egg that brings up a tutorial. In other words, Easter eggs can serve as alternative pathways to achieve application functionality, so long as the preferred way to achieve that functionality is made clear.

As another example, Easter eggs may be able to improve comprehension of website or software terms of service license agreements. In the case of the WordPress “treat” hidden in their terms of service, the Easter egg is so atypical, that rather than convincing people to read the terms of service, it acts only as a reward for those who do. However, if terms of service had more frequent Easter eggs, it may convince users to read them, and improve comprehension. This is similar to how adding visual elements, such as pull-quotes and icons, to license agreements can improve comprehension [43].

Combining the ideas of educational Easter eggs and Easter eggs that reward users for their actions, the above two examples suggest that Easter eggs could also gamify software applications in an educational way. However, some users may respond to this type of design more positively than others [84].

Another take on educational Easter eggs is to consider how they can provide eudaimonic value, in other words, longer-term value associated with well-being and “striving towards one’s personal best” [56]. One way this could be achieved is by helping users work through their emotions. Work by Chin et al. [17] demonstrates that if a user verbally abuses (e.g., insults) a conversational agent (which is likely not a documented or intended use case), then the agent’s choice of response can influence the person’s anger and guilt levels. The “f***” (swear word) function in old versions of Matlab, discussed earlier, is an example of how an Easter egg has been designed to respond to verbal abuse-like input. Though this particular example produced an unsavoury response, Klein et al. [46] argued that this Matlab Easter egg could be considered a form of emotional support, because it provides feedback similar to active listening. They also describe an anecdote of how the Easter egg turned a user’s “utter frustration” into “surprise and delight”. Following this idea, the principle of trying to cheer up users when they are frustrated with a user interface may be a promising direction for future Easter eggs. Undocumented behaviour like this could be designed by therapists, to help calm users of software who are prone to anger outbursts, or for software used in high-stress situations.

From an open source software development perspective, having new contributors create Easter eggs could help them familiarize with a new codebase, gain interest in contributing to a project, and address some of the social barriers that Steinmacher et al. [81] identify, like finding a task to start with or lack of domain expertise or technical background. This is similar to how D1 created an Easter egg to familiarize with developing for a new platform. Such an approach could also contribute to establishing traditions around Easter egg development as discussed earlier. In line with the above ideas about user-made Easter eggs and remixing, a more specific possibility would be to have newcomers remix an existing Easter egg in the software, considering that Dasgupta et al. [25] show how remixing supports learning and is positively associated with computational thinking.

7 CONCLUSION
To better understand the stories behind, motivations for creating, and intended perceptions of software application Easter eggs, we performed a qualitative analysis of non-game software application Easter eggs, including archival research and select developer interviews. We identified 14 different purposes that Easter eggs serve. Some were shared across many Easter eggs, such as boosting moods with simple jokes or references and acting as a creative, expressive outlet for developers. However, we also identified Easter eggs with other important goals such as providing functionality, recruiting developers, and teaching something to users. Through the process of constructing the
purposes, we categorized a set of processes associated with Easter eggs, highlighting ways that Easter eggs can impact developers and users, for example, by gaining nostalgic value or becoming a maintenance burden. We also presented future design directions for applying ideas from Easter eggs in new ways, emphasizing how users could be involved in Easter egg creation, or how Easter eggs could form microbreaks or sources of educational value for users.

Future work could investigate Easter eggs from the perspectives of other audiences. For example, it would be interesting to understand the goals, methods, and impressions of online Easter egg “hunter” communities. As another example, interviews with Easter egg developers could provide insight into how developers feel that practices around Easter eggs impact their development workflow and workplace culture, independent of end user experience considerations. At a more fundamental level, controlled studies and interviews with users could be conducted to understand how users encounter and respond to Easter eggs. For example, a study could be conducted comparing software with and without Easter eggs to measure effects on emotion and productivity. It would also be interesting to compare how well developers’ intentions match up with users’ perceptions in practice. Systems or toolkits for integrating Easter eggs into popular user interface frameworks could also be designed and evaluated. This may encourage the creation of more Easter Eggs, while also standardizing their development to make quality assurance testing easier and maintaining control over security and ethical policies.

Through this work, we have illustrated how Easter eggs are more than just “software surprises”, and we hope that this work inspires developers, users, HCI researchers, and designers to consider the value that Easter eggs can bring to user interfaces.
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